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In the increasingly competitive corporate sector, businesses must examine their current practices to ensure business success. By
examining their social, financial, and environmental risks, obligations, and opportunities, businesses can re-design their operations
more effectively to ensure prosperity. Sustainable Business: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a vital reference
source that explores the best practices that promote business sustainability, including examining how economic, social, and
environmental aspects are related to each other in the company’s management and performance. Highlighting a range of topics
such as lean manufacturing, sustainable business model innovation, and ethical consumerism, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for entrepreneurs, business executives, business professionals, managers, and academics seeking current research on
sustainable business practices.
Master the design techniques and practical skills needed to build Shopify themes and make you and your clients profitable. An
increasing number of businesses use Shopify and all of them need a well-designed theme to turn visitors into customers.
Designers and developers that can deliver such themes create value for their clients and customers — and get paid accordingly.
Written by Shopify Plus expert Gavin Ballard, this book teaches you how to apply your existing web development skills to the
development of Shopify themes. Along the way, we’ll highlight the differences you will encounter and how you can use Liquid,
Shopify’s templating language. You will understand the key tools, workflows, principles and processes that help experienced
Shopify developers build amazing themes. This book is the first dedicated to Shopify theme development and is invaluable for any
web or Ecommerce professional looking to add Shopify skills to their tool belt – add it to your library today. What You Will Learn
Use your existing web development skills to master Shopify themes and new technologies like Liquid and Slate Apply appropriate
Shopify principles to the design of Ecommerce sites Employ strategies and technical skills to get the most out of a Shopify theme
Examine advanced workflow and deployment techniques for delivering Shopify themes Who This Book Is For This book assumes
familiarity with common web technologies (HTML, CSS, JavaScript) but does not assume any significant prior knowledge of
Shopify themes. Anyone with existing web design and development skills will find this book invaluable in bridging the knowledge
gap when starting out with Shopify theme development. There’s value for those more familiar with Shopify themes as well whether it’s learning some advanced workflow and deployment techniques, becoming acquainted with Shopify’s brand new
theme framework Slate, or just stepping back to consider Ecommerce design principles at a higher level.
First published in 1995, The Nordstrom Way is a classic guide to great customer service. This new book replaces The Nordstrom
Way with an even more practical guide to becoming the “Nordstrom” of your industry. Designed for customer service managers
and trainers, as well as business owners, it’s an invaluable resource for designing your own programs and initiatives. The authors
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not only explain the principles of the world’s best customer service company, they also show you how to implement them in your
own organization. The Nordstrom Way to Customer Service Excellence will help your business make customers its number one
concern, and help make your business number one in your industry.
Start a successful online business—and be your own boss! Being an online entrepreneur means more than just building a
website—and this book breaks down everything you need to know to be successful. Inside, you'll get plain-English explanations
and easy-to-follow instruction on online business basics, legal and accounting issues, website design, Internet security, boosting
sales, e-commerce, and so much more. While the ideas and concepts behind starting an online business are tried and true, the
tools available to entrepreneurs change and evolve quickly—and often. Starting an Online Business All-in-One For Dummies gets
you up to speed on the best new tools, resources, and communities, and shows you how to best leverage them to up your
chances of success. Discover your niche and create a business plan Design your website and storefront Increase your reach and
market with social media Choose the best web host for your needs If you're a budding entrepreneur with dreams of running your
own online business, this book has everything you need to get started and grow your company to extraordinary heights!
Diese Fallstudien sind im Rahmen der Vorlesung "Integrationsseminar Fallstudien" im Wintersemester 2016/17 von Studenten des
Kurses WHD 14 B der DHBW Mannheim Fachrichtung Handel erarbeitet worden.Prof. Dr. Dr. Patrick Siegfried hat an der ISM
Hochschule die Professur für Unternehmensführung und hat als Lehrbeauftragter an der DHBW Mannheim diese Fallstudien
bearbeitet.
Master the science of funnel building to grow your company online with sales funnels in this updated edition from the $100M
entrepreneur and co-founder of the software company ClickFunnels. DotCom Secrets is not just another "how-to" book on internet
marketing. This book is not about getting more traffic to your website--yet the secrets you'll learn will help you to get exponentially
more traffic than ever before. This book is not about increasing your conversions--yet these secrets will increase your conversions
more than any headline tweak or split test you could ever hope to make. Low traffic or low conversion rates are symptoms of a
much greater problem that's a little harder to see (that's the bad news), but a lot easier to &?x (that's the good news). What most
businesses really have is a "funnel" problem. Your funnel is the online process that you take your potential customers through to
turn them into actual customers. Everyone has a funnel (even if they don't realize it), and yours is either bringing more customers
to you, or repelling them. In this updated edition, Russell Brunson, CEO and co-founder of the multimillion-dollar software
company ClickFunnels, reveals his greatest secrets to generating leads and selling products and services after running tens of
thousands of his own split tests. Stop repelling potential customers. Implement these processes, funnels, frameworks, and scripts
now so you can fix your funnel, turn it into the most profitable member of your team, and grow your company online.
Stop overpaying on your small business taxes! J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2016 helps small business owners maximize
their bottom line with straightforward, yet comprehensive guidance from the most trusted name in tax. Featuring a complete listing
of all available business expense deductions, including dollar limits and record-keeping requirements, this book helps you quickly
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determine what kind of tax relief is available to you, and how to take it—all the way down to where to claim deductions on the forms
themselves. Tax facts, strategies, and the latest up-to-date information help ensure that you don't miss out on money-saving
opportunities, and sample forms and checklists help you get organized and submit a complete and proper filing. You're an expert
on your business, not on taxes. But you still have to pay them. Millions of small business owners pay too much because they lack
the time and expertise to identify deductions designed with them in mind. This book aims to put a stop to overpayment in 2016, so
you can put more of your time and money back where it belongs. Simplify tax time and focus on your business Reduce your tax bill
easily and legally Find the answers that are relevant to your business Understand deductions and how to take them properly As a
small business owner, your plate is full just keeping your business going. You don't have the time or energy to start a second
career as a tax accountant, yet you don't want to overpay the IRS when that money could do great things for your business. J.K.
Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2016 is your solution manual for a streamlined tax time and substantial tax savings.
Use this proven step by step plan to build a profitable online store with Shopify! When it comes time to head to work in the morning
do you wish you could do something more than grind out your daily 9-5 soul destroying job and take control of your own life? If you
have ever dreamed of working from home or anywhere in the world that you desire and running your own online store, then there
has never been a better time to stop dreaming and start acting. Shopify: Beginner to Pro Guide - The Comprehensive Guide can
show you how to get started today. Shopify is what is known as a complete ecommerce solution for business that are looking to
sell their products online which means you can get started building an online business today for absolutely no money down. The
site will allow you to create a personalized online store, sell any products that you like and also accept payments from debit and
credit cards while also tracking orders and providing customer service. Inside you will find a step by step guide to everything you
need to choose a niche, choose a product, find a way to buy the product cheap, set up your site, market your site and grow your
site on into the future. This book contains: The four things you need to consider to find the perfect product to sell The easiest way
to start selling products without actually owning any products to sell The secret to creating a memorable logo All the best ways to
build your brand on the cheap And more... What are you waiting for? Do your dreams a favor and buy this book today! Tags:
Shopify, Shopify Pro, Shopify Store, Shopify Dropshipping, Shopify Beginners Guide"
The Essential Guide to Effectively Plan and Market Your Shopify E-commerce Store is a no-fuss guide that walks you through the many
aspects and considerations of opening your first ecommerce store. Specifically written for those using the platform Shopify, the information
still applies to any ecommerce store solutions. This step-by-step approach is easy to follow, starts with the PLANNING stages instead of
simply jumping into Shopify use, and offers nuggets of information and advice along the way. Topics include: Everything you need to be
successful, The legal and tax considerations you must address, How to find a viable market you are passionate about, The basics of keyword
research and how to apply this for search engine optimization, How and where to source products for your ecommerce store, An introduction
to the Shopify product listing process, How to handle orders from shipping to drop shipping to fulfilment services, How to effectively market
your product, both free and paid methods. This first-step approach will take the guess work out of leaving your nine to five grind and working
towards being financially independent. The skills and information here can be scaled to create larger stores, multiple stores, and expands into
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several other online and passive income opportunities. Here’s to your success with Shopify!
Amyloidosis: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional: 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyBrief™ that delivers timely, authoritative,
comprehensive, and specialized information about Diagnosis and Screening in a concise format. The editors have built Amyloidosis: New
Insights for the Healthcare Professional: 2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information
about Diagnosis and Screening in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable,
authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Amyloidosis: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional: 2013 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a
source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
BPF and related observability tools give software professionals unprecedented visibility into software, helping them analyze operating system
and application performance, troubleshoot code, and strengthen security. BPF Performance Tools: Linux System and Application
Observability is the industry’s most comprehensive guide to using these tools for observability. Brendan Gregg, author of the industry’s
definitive guide to system performance, introduces powerful new methods and tools for doing analysis that leads to more robust, reliable, and
safer code. This authoritative guide: Explores a wide spectrum of software and hardware targets Thoroughly covers open source BPF tools
from the Linux Foundation iovisor project’s bcc and bpftrace repositories Summarizes performance engineering and kernel internals you
need to understand Provides and discusses 150+ bpftrace tools, including 80 written specifically for this book: tools you can run as-is, without
programming — or customize and develop further, using diverse interfaces and the bpftrace front-end You’ll learn how to use BPF (eBPF)
tracing tools to analyze CPUs, memory, disks, file systems, networking, languages, applications, containers, hypervisors, security, and the
Linux kernel. You’ll move from basic to advanced tools and techniques, producing new metrics, stack traces, custom latency histograms, and
more. It’s like having a superpower: with Gregg’s guidance and tools, you can analyze virtually everything that impacts system performance,
so you can improve virtually any Linux operating system or application.
As the Internet becomes increasingly interconnected with modern society, the transition to online business has developed into a prevalent
form of commerce. While there exist various advantages and disadvantages to online business, it plays a major role in contemporary
business methods. Improving E-Commerce Web Applications Through Business Intelligence Techniques provides emerging research on the
core areas of e-commerce web applications. While highlighting the use of data mining, search engine optimization, and online marketing to
advance online business, readers will learn how the role of online commerce is becoming more prevalent in modern business. This book is an
important resource for vendors, website developers, online customers, and scholars seeking current research on the development and use of
e-commerce.
Our world is increasingly driven by sophisticated networks of advanced computing technology, and the basic operation of everyday society is
becoming increasingly vulnerable to these networks’ shortcomings. The implementation and upkeep of a strong network defense is a
substantial challenge, beset not only by economic disincentives but also by an inherent logistical bias that grants advantage to attackers.
Research Anthology on Combating Denial-of-Service Attacks examines the latest research on the development of intrusion detection systems
and best practices for preventing and combatting cyber-attacks intended to disrupt business and user experience. Highlighting a range of
topics such as network administration, application-layer protocols, and malware detection, this publication is an ideal reference source for
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cybersecurity professionals, IT specialists, policymakers, forensic analysts, technology developers, security administrators, academicians,
researchers, and students.
In our rapidly changing global environment where learning methods, styles and access vary dramatically it is increasingly necessary to
stimulate conversation around drastically revolutionizing education. In You Can’t Make a Fish Climb Trees: Overcoming Educational
Malpractice through Authentic Learning author and scholar Lawrence Muganga advocates for educational transformation and exposes our
archaic education systems modeled for nineteenth-century Europe, which has allowed governments and administrators to structure and
deliver education as if it were an assembly line. The current model largely discounts students’ individual differences and natural abilities
impacting their ability to transition from the classroom into the workforce. While he focuses on the need for more dynamic education models
in Sub-Saharan Africa, Muganga establishes applications for the presence of Authentic Learning—where teaching happens in a studentcentered environment filled with real-world applications—throughout the global community. Drawing from the research of educational experts
worldwide, he advocates for the kind of revolutionized education model that would see students’ individuality used to empower them so that
they can navigate their future and the workforce successfully.
Make Massive Profits with these Simple Dropshipping Techniques - It's Easy! Are you curious about leveraging the convenience and
efficiency of dropshipping? Would you like to make money selling products without taking on expensive shipping overhead? Do you want to
make large, consistent profits by managing your business - and letting others handle the logistics? If so, Dropshipping: Six-Figure
Dropshipping Blueprint is the book for you! Inside, you'll discover what dropshipping is, how it works, and the easy-to-follow steps you can
take TODAY to create a profitable dropshipping business! It's easier than ever to make money online - let Dropshipping: Six-Figure
Dropshipping Blueprint show you how! This book provides a simple and powerful blueprint for getting your dropshipping business off the
ground. Instead of selling your goods the old-fashioned way (with expensive warehouses and shipping facilities), you can market your
products to your customers and send your orders directly to your suppliers. Many of today's manufacturers will handle your shipping
obligations, so you don't have to take on this added risk and workload! You'll even find out how to choose the right products and suppliers
and avoid many common pitfalls encountered by new dropshipping entrepreneurs! Don't wait another second - Read Dropshipping: SixFigure Dropshipping Blueprint NOW to find out about this amazing business opportunity! You'll be so glad you gained this valuable
knowledge!
Discover how to customize Shopify themes for your eCommerce websites with powerful tools and Liquid templates Key Features: Get to grips
with the Liquid core to build a solid foundation for working on any Shopify theme Use JSON to create Shopify's famous modular sections with
powerful and complex functionalities Utilize the Shopify Ajax API to implement advanced functionality and make your eCommerce stores
more dynamic Book Description: Shopify is one of the fastest-growing eCommerce platforms, which means developers familiar with the
Liquid concept are needed now more than ever. This book will help you to build a solid foundation by enabling you to develop your skills from
the ground up by gaining essential theoretical knowledge of Liquid and putting that knowledge to use through hands-on projects. Shopify
Theme Customization with Liquid begins by helping you get to grips with basic Shopify information, its interface and theme structure, setting
up your Partner account, and creating a child theme, which is essential when preparing for any future work on Shopify. You'll then explore
Liquid core features that will provide you with a basic understanding of the Liquid programming logic needed to develop any feature. As you
advance to the latest and advanced features, you'll learn about JSON settings, allowing you to create any type of static or dynamic section - a
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must-have for becoming a competent Shopify developer. Finally, the book takes you through the Shopify Ajax API to gain the necessary skills
needed to create a variety of dynamic features and content. By the end of this Shopify book, you'll be able to take on challenging projects to
showcase your theme customization expertise to your future employer. What You Will Learn: Discover how to use logic and data comparison
operators for various types of data within Liquid Use Liquid core features such as objects, tags, and filters Find out how to customize themes
using JSON settings Use metafield objects to generate unique content on any page Understand how to output the local or external media
content Use Shopify's famous drag-and-drop feature to rearrange sections on a storefront Take Shopify's dynamic functionality to a whole
new level using REST API endpoints Who this book is for: This book is for beginners and experienced CMS developers who want to learn
about working with Shopify themes and customizing those themes using Liquid. Web developers designing professional e-commerce
websites will also find this book useful. Besides familiarity with standard web technologies (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript), this book requires
no prior knowledge of Shopify or Liquid. The book covers everything from Shopify fundamentals and the core of the Liquid and REST APIs,
all the way through to the latest Liquid features that may be new to even proficient developers.
This is an easy-to follow manual that will guide you through the entire process of application development with Shopify, beginning with the
installation and configuration of your local development environment for your app to the deployment of the app to Heroku. If you are a web
developer or a designer who wants to extend Shopify stores by building apps, then this book is for you. A basic understanding of
programming concepts and some familiarity with Shopify is all that is required to get started with Shopify app development.
This book discusses in detail various serological tests that are used to identify medical conditions and diseases, from a general overview of
each test to the equipment and steps needed to carry them out. The book is aimed specifically at immunology students and professionals
who may occasionally need to use these tests, and thus lack training and experience in performing them. The book provides a brief overview
of the immune system, including antibodies, antigens, and their interactions. The bulk of the book is comprised of 16 chapters that each
explain different serological tests. These chapters start with a general introduction of the test or disease being detected, followed by the test
principle, reagents required for the test, procedures and steps to perform the test, and, finally, result interpretation. Both test principles and
result interpretation segments include illustrations to aid comprehension. In addition, the book also enables the reader to distinguish between
positive and negative results in serological testing.
Featured in The New York Times, Bloomberg, and Vox, The Shopping Revolution is "a brisk and thought-provoking anatomy of shopping in
the 21st century" (Kirkus Reviews).The retail industry was already in the midst of unparalleled disruption. Then came COVID-19.In a fully
updated and expanded edition of The Shopping Revolution: How Retailers Succeed in an Era of Endless Disruption Accelerated by
COVID-19, Wharton professor Barbara E. Kahn, a foremost retail expert, examines the companies that have been most successful during a
tsunami of change in the industry. She offers fresh insights into what we can learn from these companies' ascendance and continued
transformation in the face of unprecedented challenges. Kahn, also the author of Global Brand Power: Leveraging Branding for Long-Term
Growth, examines: In a brand-new chapter, how companies in China, like Alibaba, JD.com, and Pinduoduo have changed the game; How
Amazon became the retailer of choice for a large portion of the US population, and how other companies have chosen to work with them or
have to compete against them; How Walmart beat out other grocers in the late 1990s to become the leader in food retailing, and how they
must pivot to hold their leadership position today; How Warby Parker dared to compete against Luxottica in the lucrative eyewear business,
and what that can tell start-ups about how to carve out a niche against a Goliath; How Sephora drew away customers from once-dominant
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department stores to become the go-to retailers for beauty products. Kahn argues we are just witnessing the start of the radical changes in
retail that have been hastened by the pandemic and will revolutionize shopping in every way. Building on these insights, Kahn offers a
framework that any company can use to create a competitive strategy to survive and thrive in today's—and tomorrow's—retail environment.
Healthcare Professionalism: Improving Practice through Reflections on Workplace Dilemmas provides the tools and resources to help raise
professional standards within the healthcare system. Taking an evidence and case-based approach to understanding professional dilemmas
in healthcare, this book examines principles such as applying professional and ethical guidance in practice, as well as raising concerns and
making decisions when faced with complex issues that often have no absolute right answer. Key features include: Real-life dilemmas as
narrated by hundreds of healthcare students globally A wide range of professionalism and inter-professionalism related topics Information
based on the latest international evidence Using personal incident narratives to illustrate these dilemmas, as well as regulatory body
professionalism standards, Healthcare Professionalism is an invaluable resource for students, healthcare professionals and educators as
they explore their own professional codes of behaviour.
As whole, the ecommerce industry is ANTIQUATED. It's out of date! and is way way way behind in terms of what's actually working in the
world of online business. Most ecommerce business owners are still doing things in the same way they were done back in the early dot com
days. And that my friend is a recipe for disaster. There is SO much more to ecommerce than building a store, filling it with products and
driving some traffic. If that describes you and your business, then let this be your wake up call! There is a transformative shift happening in
the ecommerce industry right now. What worked before is either no longer an option or is rapidly losing its effectiveness. It's time for you as
an ecommerce entrepreneur to evolve your brand, your business and your brain. THIS BOOK, Is the playbook for capitalizing on this
evolution. Ecommerce Evolved contains a simple, repeatable and proven formula to help you build, grow and scale a wildly profitable
ecommerce business in today's competitive market. You will find Zero Theory inside this book. Tanner Larsson has distilled years of research
& practical in-the-trenches ecommerce experience into a hard hitting ecommerce blueprint. The book is broken up into 4 distinct parts and
each part is then broken down into a number of focused chapters. The book kicks off with the 12 Principles of Ecommerce that have been
developed after working with over 10,000 different businesses. These 12 principles...of which we can almost guarantee you are violating over
half of...are what differentiate the thriving ecommerce businesses from the mediocre ones. Part 1 which is called Evolved Strategy and is
where we pull back the curtain, take you behind the scenes, and show you how 7, 8 and 9 figure ecommerce businesses really work. Part 2 is
called Evolved Intelligence and deals with the most underutilized aspect of most ecommerce businesses...your Data. Part 3 is called Evolved
Marketing. In this section you will learn how to leverage the your business's structure and data to build create systematic and highly
automated marketing campaigns for both the front end and back end of your business that produce massive return on investment.
Ecommerce Evolved takes you through the exact same processes I take my high level clients through as we restructure their businesses for
maximum growth, profitability and most importantly longevity. As an added benefit... Ecommerce evolved is also the key that will unlock
access to my private ecommerce community. This is an up till now secret group of ecommerce professionals where we talk shop, strategize
and grow our businesses through the collective genius of the group. This book is literally the step-by-step blueprint to building a successful
and highly profitable ecommerce business and the private community is the support group that will help you along the way.
Filled with essential vitamins, proteins, and enzymes that cleanse, rejuvenate, and heal the body, sprouts just might be the perfect food. In
The Sprouting Book, nutritionist Ann Wigmore unlocks the secrets to one of nature’s most beneficial foods, arming readers with all they need
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to know in order to eat, grow, and reap the benefits of sprouts. This comprehensive guide offers: Information on how sprouts work to
strengthen your immune system, boost your metabolism, and increase your energy Methods on how to grow the best-looking, best-tasting
sprouts for you and your family Facts on how sprouts can help to heal illness and improve your health More than fifty quick, simple, and
delicious sprout recipes A trusted and celebrated source from a pioneer in natural health, The Sprouting Book is the perfect guide for dieters,
vegetarians, athletes, or anyone who wants to look good and feel better.
The Ultimate Guide to Dropshipping is a complete guide on how to create and run a successful dropshipping business. "This is by far the best
book on dropshipping available. You will will learn everything you need to know about finding a product, setting up an online store and
growing your business." (Sean Work, Director of Marketing, KISSmetrics) "Andrew and Mark have written a comprehensive, no-BS guide to
dropshipping. Essential reading for anyone considering this type of retail." (Chandra Clark, Founder & President, Scribendi) "These guys
distill everything you need to know about dropshipping. It's a must read if you want practical advice and a clear blueprint to help you grow
your business." (Valerie Khoo, National Director, Australian Writers' Centre) "Holy jeez - I wish these guys had written this 7 years ago.... I
can say that the advice in this book is spot on."
Discover how to customize Shopify themes for your eCommerce websites with powerful tools and Liquid templates Key Features Get to grips
with the Liquid core to build a solid foundation for working on any Shopify theme Use JSON to create Shopify's famous modular sections with
powerful and complex functionalities Utilize the Shopify Ajax API to implement advanced functionality and make your eCommerce stores
more dynamic Book Description Shopify is one of the fastest-growing eCommerce platforms, which means developers familiar with the Liquid
concept are needed now more than ever. This book will help you to build a solid foundation by enabling you to develop your skills from the
ground up by gaining essential theoretical knowledge of Liquid and putting that knowledge to use through hands-on projects. Shopify Theme
Customization with Liquid begins by helping you get to grips with basic Shopify information, its interface and theme structure, setting up your
Partner account, and creating a child theme, which is essential when preparing for any future work on Shopify. You'll then explore Liquid core
features that will provide you with a basic understanding of the Liquid programming logic needed to develop any feature. As you advance to
the latest and advanced features, you'll learn about JSON settings, allowing you to create any type of static or dynamic section - a must-have
for becoming a competent Shopify developer. Finally, the book takes you through the Shopify Ajax API to gain the necessary skills needed to
create a variety of dynamic features and content. By the end of this Shopify book, you'll be able to take on challenging projects to showcase
your theme customization expertise to your future employer. What you will learn Discover how to use logic and data comparison operators for
various types of data within Liquid Use Liquid core features such as objects, tags, and filters Find out how to customize themes using JSON
settings Use metafield objects to generate unique content on any page Understand how to output the local or external media content Use
Shopify's famous drag-and-drop feature to rearrange sections on a storefront Take Shopify's dynamic functionality to a whole new level using
REST API endpoints Who this book is for This book is for beginners and experienced CMS developers who want to learn about working with
Shopify themes and customizing those themes using Liquid. Web developers designing professional e-commerce websites will also find this
book useful. Besides familiarity with standard web technologies (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript), this book requires no prior knowledge of
Shopify or Liquid. The book covers everything from Shopify fundamentals and the core of the Liquid and REST APIs, all the way through to
the latest Liquid features that may be new to even proficient developers.
Chronic pain affects nearly 100 million Americans. Ongoing fatigue affects even more. The combination of fatigue and body-wide chronic
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pain, often called “fibromyalgia,” remains mysterious and confusing, and an alarming 66 percent of sufferers are misdiagnosed. Now, leading
naturopathic medical doctor and nutritionist David Brady is here with the answer in his comprehensive book The Fibro Fix. For more than 23
years, Dr. Brady has treated many thousands of patients seeking relief from fibromyalgia. In The Fibro Fix, he distills his life-changing
prescription into an integrative 21-day program to help you determine if, in fact, you’re suffering from fibromyalgia or from one of several
severe symptoms misdiagnosed as fibromyalgia. The plan begins with three simple steps—detox, diet, and movement—to start relieving those
symptoms for good and then offers deeper long-term solutions specific to the real cause in each person. The Fibro Fix is your groundbreaking
guide to resolving fibromyalgia, and uncovering the mystery behind chronic pain and fatigue.
The second edition of Digital and Social Media Marketing is an up-to-date, industry-led results-driven guide to digital marketing. Mixing
academic theory with practical examples from a range of different organisations worldwide, it provides insight into, and techniques to enable,
the creation, development and maintenance of a successful digital presence. This highly regarded textbook has been fully revised to bring the
content up-to-date with the newest digital technologies. With topics including developing an effective digital presence, search engine
optimization, and measuring brand awareness, the new edition also looks at digital ethics, General Data Protection Regulation and privacy,
artificial intelligence and machine learning, and voice strategies. New international case studies are explored, including Alibaba and Amazon,
as well as revised practical exercises in each chapter, enabling students to see how the concepts underpinning digital and social media
marketing support business success. The book’s customisable Digital Business Maturity Model, and the Buyer Persona Spring, offer
organisations a clear road map for understanding their own levels of technology adoption and digital strategy development. This accessible
textbook provides a hands-on, user-friendly platform to turn skills and knowledge into strategic advantage. It is ideal for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students of digital marketing and marketing strategy and for practitioners aiming to be at the cutting edge of
digital and social media marketing. Alongside electronic resources for each chapter, this new edition also includes digital learning materials,
case studies and exercises available in a supporting online learning environment. The online materials further enhance learners’ experience
and support a worldwide learning community.
How to Create an Online Store & Profitable Ecommerce Business with ShopifyATTENTION Business Owners & Entrepreneurs! Learn how to
set up a profitable, online store with Shopify with Step-by-Step Instruction...one that the “professionals” would charge you thousands of
dollars for. Whether you already have a retail business, have products ready to sell, or are looking for a business model that you can run
anywhere, this book will walk you through how to use Shopify and develop an online business where you can start profiting almost
immediately!You can build a world class online store without ZERO programming skills with Shopify - letting you focus on your business.Don't
Let Another Excuse Get In The Way Of You Building The Online Store You've Always WantedShopify is the best online store building
solution...period. You will be able to create an online store that rivals those of the biggest online retailers today.In this book, you will be guided
through: Why Shopify is the best online store builder for you How to design & set up your Shopify store in under 60 minutes How to set up
and navigate all of your store's administrative tasks like shipping, taxes, and payment processing How to optimize your Shopify store to
attract new customers and increase sale conversions ...BONUS Chapters - Profitable Business Models You Can Operate with Shopify
(without having inventory) & Marketing Methods that will Increase Your Sales by 200-300%Scroll UP and "Add to Cart" Now & Start Your
Store Today
A learner-centred curriculum provides space for the learner to be actively involved in knowledge production and learning. Such can only
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happen if the learner's confidence is boosted by a feeling of control and ability to manage his or her progress towards acquiring a
qualification. The twenty-first century teacher must create an environment that not only supports the Four Pillars of Learning but also leads to
learners being allowed a voice to ask pertinent questions. The teacher should be able to guide the student to full physical and mental maturity
and should help to develop critical thinking, and the students should be encouraged to practice the truth and have self-respect and respect for
other people. This can happen if the learner is afforded the opportunity to self-accept. If the learners fail to do so, they are likely to have lack
of confidence, which will lead to lack of independence.
For your next project on GitHub, take advantage of the service’s powerful API to meet your unique development requirements. This practical
guide shows you how to build your own software tools for customizing the GitHub workflow. Each hands-on chapter is a compelling story that
walks you through the tradeoffs and considerations for building applications on top of various GitHub technologies. If you’re an experienced
programmer familiar with GitHub, you’ll learn how to build tools with the GitHub API and related open source technologies such as Jekyll
(site builder), Hubot (NodeJS chat robot), and Gollum (wiki). Build a simple Ruby server with Gist API command-line tools and Ruby’s
"Octokit" API client Use the Gollum command-line tool to build an image management application Build a GUI tool to search GitHub with
Python Document interactions between third-party tools and your code Use Jekyll to create a fully-featured blog from material in your GitHub
repository Create an Android mobile application that reads and writes information into a Jekyll repository Host an entire single-page
JavaScript application on GitHub Use Hubot to automate pull request reviews
The Complete Step-by-Step Beginners Guide To Starting Your Online Business Based on hundreds of case studies and years of experience
this book will save you countless time and aggravation. How To Start an Online Store with Shopify is a complete step-by-step guide to
starting an online store. Walk through all the steps to successfully building your ecommerce store, customizing your ecommerce store, and
working towards your store launch. What used to cost thousands of dollars and require teams of programmers, can now be done from your
home. Whether you are looking to build an online store to sell your products or to resell other vendors products, this book covers all the
details and is written in simple bite size pieces. Build a side income or start today on building your new career. This is not a get rich quick
reference. The lessons reviewed in the book are tried and true lessons that will take time to nurture and grow. Learn about online marketing,
effectively using social media, blogging, and search engine optimization. The combination of tools and lessons in this book will help lay the
proper foundation for a successful long term venture. This book will walk you through the steps you need to start your online store today.
Every small business or organisation needs a website, whether it is a simple online portfolio or a complex online shop. Expert web design
teacher Alannah Moore makes this subject accessible for everyone, even those with no technical or design experience. Avoiding technical
language, Alannah provides a summary of the web platforms available, covering, among others, WordPress, Squarespace, Weebly and
Shopify. From these the reader can choose the right platform for them, and very quickly get up and running. Drawing on her vast experience
of what a novice website builder really needs to know, Alannah covers all the topics they will come across in their online experience: how to
choose a good domain name; what content you need for your site; how to work with images and even create your own logo. The reader will
also learn how to integrate social media and a blog, so they are set up and in control of their virtual presence from every aspect. This is the
perfect book for anyone who doesn't want to pay for an expensive web designer. In Alannah's safe and capable hands, they will find the
process of building their site easy and enjoyable, and they'll soon have a successful online presence.
If you are in business to sell consumer goods - or you want to be - you should be on Amazon.com. More than 90 million customers shop at
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Amazon. As its global business booms, Amazon is inviting all sorts of independent sellers - large and small businesses, individuals, and momand-pop shops - to sell their merchandise right on Amazon. Whether you're just starting or already in business, you can boost your sales and
profits by showing your wares on Amazon, the world's biggest store. Everything you need to start converting your items into cash is in this
book by Steve Weber, one of the most successful and highly rated sellers in Amazon history: - How to set up shop on Amazon and generate
worldwide sales volume with no up-front cost, risk or advertising. - Run your Amazon store from home, a warehouse or a walk-in store-or
outsource everything to Amazon's fulfillment center. - Find bargain inventory; target niche markets for big profits. - Get tax deductions and
write-offs for business use of your home. - Use Amazon as a stand-alone business or a lead generator for an existing business. - Pay lower
sales commissions on Amazon. - Sell your inventions, crafts or intellectual property on Amazon. - Guard against scammers and rip-off artists.
- Automate your business with easy-to-use tools.
The simple aim of this book is to help and support you through life. It is a tool to help you be a stronger version of the man you already are.
Back in the day, keeping a journal was the manly thing to do. All the great thinkers, writers and explorers of the past kept a journal on a
regular basis - from Ernest Hemmingway to Bruce Lee. It was a simple habitual practice; a clever therapeutic outlet, particularly for men, that
has been lost. This book aims to bring it back. While the gym strengthens your body, think about this book as a workout for your mind. This is
brain training to build a positive mental attitude and, ultimately, a better and more resilient you. Contains three interactive sections: Warm Up,
Hurdles and Strength, each with prompts, challenges and motivators to help get you started. Plus the MindManual, which offers further
support, checks and advice to keep your brain training on track.
PRAISE FOR THE MENTEE'S GUIDE "The Mentee's Guide inspires and guides the potential mentee, provides new insights for the
adventure in learning that lies ahead, and underscores my personal belief and experience that mentoring is circular. The mentor gains as
much as the mentee in this evocative relationship. Lois Zachary's new book is a great gift." —Frances Hesselbein, chairman and founding
president, Leader to Leader Institute "Whether you are the mentee or mentor, born or made for the role, you will gain much more from the
relationship by practicing the fun and easy A-to-Z principles of The Mentee's Guide by the master of excellence, Lois Zachary." —Ken Shelton,
editor, Leadership Excellence "With this deeply practical book filled with stories and useful exercises, Lois Zachary completes her
groundbreaking trilogy on mentoring. Must-reading for those in search of a richer understanding of this deeply human relationship as well as
anyone seeking a mentor, whether for new skills, job advancement, or deeper wisdom." —Laurent A. Parks Daloz, senior fellow, the Whidbey
Institute, and author, Mentor: Guiding the Journey of Adult Learners
This book summarizes the research findings presented at the 13th International Joint Conference on Knowledge-Based Software Engineering
(JCKBSE 2020), which took place on August 24–26, 2020. JCKBSE 2020 was originally planned to take place in Larnaca, Cyprus.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic forced it be rescheduled as an online conference. JCKBSE is a well-established, international,
biennial conference that focuses on the applications of artificial intelligence in software engineering. The 2020 edition of the conference was
organized by Hiroyuki Nakagawa, Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Osaka University, Japan, and George A.
Tsihrintzis and Maria Virvou, Department of Informatics, University of Piraeus, Greece. This research book is a valuable resource for experts
and researchers in the field of (knowledge-based) software engineering, as well as general readers in the fields of artificial and computational
Intelligence and, more generally, computer science wanting to learn more about the field of (knowledge-based) software engineering and its
applications. An extensive list of bibliographic references at the end of each paper helps readers to probe further into the application areas of
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interest to them.
Plnobarevná publikace kolektivu renomovaných autor? se v?nuje mladé a stále významn?jší disciplín? komer?ních komunikací –
marketingové komunikaci v míst? prodeje. Kniha je pojata velmi prakticky, zárove? však vychází z mnoha d?l a výzkum? z celého sv?ta. Je
proto vhodná jak pro odborníky z praxe, tak i akademickou ve?ejnost.
What do Google, Snapchat, Tinder, Amazon, and Uber have in common, besides soaring market share? They're platforms - a new business
model that has quietly become the only game in town, creating vast fortunes for its founders while dominating everyone's daily life. A
platform, by definition, creates value by facilitating an exchange between two or more interdependent groups. So, rather that making things,
they simply connect people. The Internet today is awash in platforms - Facebook is responsible for nearly 25 percent of total Web visits, and
the Google platform crash in 2013 took about 40 percent of Internet traffic with it. Representing the ten most trafficked sites in the U.S.,
platforms are also prominent over the globe; in China, they hold the top eight spots in web traffic rankings. The advent of mobile computing
and its ubiquitous connectivity have forever altered how we interact with each other, melding the digital and physical worlds and blurring
distinctions between "offline" and "online." These platform giants are expanding their influence from the digital world to the whole economy.
Yet, few people truly grasp the radical structural shifts of the last ten years. In Modern Monopolies, Alex Moazed and Nicholas L. Johnson tell
the definitive story of what has changed, what it means for businesses today, and how managers, entrepreneurs, and business owners can
adapt and thrive in this new era.
The book about the power of sprouts as an ultra-food for health, weight loss, and optimum nutrition by Doug Evans, the co-founder of Organic
Avenue and the founder of Juicero The Sprout Book is a transformative plan to empower readers to embark on a plant-based way of eating
that’s low-cost and accessible. With a foreword by Joel Fuhrman, M.D., this book introduces sprouts, one of the most nutritious sustainable
foods on earth, by adding a few dishes to a diet and then shifting into a raw, whole foods plant-based diet. Among the mind-blowing
nutritional qualities of sprouts: — they have 20-30 times the nutrients of other vegetables and 100 times those of meat — they pack cancerfighting properties and help to protect us from cardiovascular disease and environmental pollutants — they aid in digestion — they are a simple
way to grow your own vegetables and compatible with all diets The forty recipes inside feature sprouts on top of raw vegetables, fruits, nuts,
seeds, spices, sea vegetables, and top-quality cold-pressed vegetable oils for the healthiest diet possible. The Sprout Book includes
informative interviews with leaders in functional medicine and nutrition. Use it to change your diet and super-charge your health!
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Used by sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of the most popular frameworks for
developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re new to web development or new only to Rails, Ruby
on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution. Best-selling author and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you
through the development of three example applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles
of web development needed for virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the
largest chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises interspersed in each chapter for maximum reinforcement
of the material. This indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but also for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL
skills you need when developing web applications. Hartl explains how each new technique solves a real-world problem, and then he
demonstrates it with bite-sized code that’s simple enough to understand, yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous web
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development experience, this book will guide you to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up your Rails development
environment, including pre-installed integrated development environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly understand
how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) pattern Structure applications using the REST architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones Master the Ruby
programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site layouts and data models Implement registration and authentication
systems, including validation and secure passwords Update, display, and delete users Upload images in production using a cloud storage
service Implement account activation and password reset, including sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging,
including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes with Git and create a secure remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your
applications early and often with Heroku
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